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Preface
Conference „DigiTales - I‘ll tell you something….
Empowerment and diversity in the media“
BGZ Berlin International Cooperation Agency GmbH had extended an invitation to a conference on
03/19/2007 together with the transnational EQUAL partnership DigiTales and their project partner
radiomultikulti from Radio Berlin-Brandenburg. The DigiTales method was presented with which
the NGOs can enable minorities and disadvantaged groups to make themselves be heard in the
media.
Funded through the European Social Fund, EQUAL is designed to test new ways of tackling discrimination and inequality experienced by those in work and those looking for a job.
The transnational project of the BGZ EQUAL development partnership ProIntegration works in the
ﬁeld of media. With its work, it takes on the speciﬁc problem situations in the metropolis Berlin: „TheDigiTales project works on teaching integration, to deal with the issues in the media. Media plays a
very important role in the community‘s shaping and forming of opinions. In my opinion it is extremely
important that migrants ﬁnd access to media. I am therefore very pleased that radiomultikulti is very
actively participating in the project as part of our broadcasting service under public law and gives
migrants in Berlin the opportunity of having their voices heard“ said the state secretary Ms.Almut
Nehring-Venus in her welcome note.
Media is used as „change agent“ and means of „empowerment“ in order to initiate a critical discourse of the target groups among each other as well as the target groups and the cultural mainstream. Media work enables minorities with migrant background to participate in the modern European community as equal, integrated citizens. Integration strategies are developed and obstacles
reduced. The target groups are made aware of their potentials and they are „empowered“ to pursue
their role in a self-assured and critical manner. The broad public – the mainstream - is sensitised to
these issues. BGZ was able to successfully continue its work of the ﬁrst EQUAL funding round in
the subject area „occupational integration“ with the DigiTales project.
The approx. 100 participating experts from migrant and media work were able to become acquainted with the method and learned how they could apply it for their own work. Other possibilities of
using media as an instrument for empowerment were explored.
Ed Klute, managing director of the DigiTales partner organisation Miramedia, moderated the conference: The DigiTales method was explained clearly in lectures and workshops.
The available conference documentation outlines the results and is meant to assist interested experts in their own work with the DigiTales method.
What exactly does DigiTales mean?
DigiTales is a project of EQUAL partners, which enables numerous people in Europe, to tell their
story digitally - in the form of a „mini ﬁlm“. Not only in Berlin but also in all DigiTales partner organisations in Great Britain, Finland, Greece, Holland and Slovakia, people are learning how they can
produce short ﬁlms about their lives or particular experiences. They write scripts, record the sound
to go with it and combine their photos and pictures to short ﬁlms. The completed „DigiTales“ are
published on the homepage www.digi-tales.org.
Everyone has a story to tell - take advantage of this for your work! Objective of the project partnership is to produce short ﬁlms about migration and other diversity relevant issues. Therefore empowerment and sensitisation are encouraged. Migrants create media and contribute to making the
issue of intercultural mainstreaming more accessible to a wider public.
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Welcome speeches
Welcome speech by Ms. Nehring-Venus
Secretary of State
Ladies and gentlemen, dear guests of Berlin, I hope you are
feeling well in our city!
Dear Dr. Hansen, dear Ms Andersen,
I am very pleased that you invited me as the new Secretary
of State and that the “Berlin Senate for Economics, Technology and Women’s Issues” has shouldered the protectorate
of this project.
Personally I am pleased that I have overtaken the responsibility for this assignement after the change and I am glad
that you have come to Berlin to participate in this conference “DigiTales - I’ll tell you something…”
Multiculturality, intercultural activity, integration, all these
subjects are highly up-to-date in Berlin at present. These themes are intensively and actively discussed when problems or even scandals occur in schools in Berlin.
The DigiTales project uses the road how to teach integration, how to argue about the problem in the
media. The media play a very important role in forming opinions and consciousness in a society.
So in my opinion it is enormously important that migrants ﬁnd admission to the media and therefore
I am very glad that radiomultikulti as a part of the public Broadcasting-system cooperates very actively with the project and allows Berlin migrants to get heard.
I ﬁnd it very important that this empowerment takes place, that there are professionals who back it
and that there exists also in the public support for the migrants´ voices. Last year in the course of the
DigiTales-Festival ﬁlms were shown on the subway TV ”Berliner Fenster”, and this year, too, there
will be opportunities to demonstrate ﬁlms in public that have been created by this project. With these
contributions the migrants can express their concerns, their experiences in our society, speak of
their abilities and complain about what they are refused. And I always ﬁnd it important that also their
self-consciousness gets evident: To defend positions and maintain them under all difﬁculties which
can arise in a mainstream-society, it is extremely important to demonstrate self-consciousness, to
acquire qualiﬁcations and to make your own voice heard. Here the media-work plays a big part.
Out of my own experience- I am a journalist and have worked 13 years as an editress – I know that
it is very important to express your opinion, to know how to write and –just like in the case of DigiTales– produce movies yourself. One has to learn that. Here the DigiTales-project offers an extremely
important contribution. So the public has to be kept further informed and the precious experiences
gained by the project must be given on!
I wish you an interesting and informative meeting, I wish that you get in touch and exchange your
ideas and experiences, that further contacts and ideas may result from this conference which you
then can give on and that you will enjoy Berlin a bit, too. The “Berlin Senate for Economics, Technology and Women’s Issues” and I as Secretary of State will further continue to support this project
in the future and stay at its side. On our part, we should very much like to contribute to help this
project move.
I wish you a lot of fun, much pleasure and self-consciousness and much vigour to manage everyday-life.
Thank you!
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Welcome speech by Dr. Hilde Hansen
Director of BGZ Berlin International Cooperation Agency GmbH
Dear Ms Nehring-Venus,
Dear Ms Andersen,
Dear project partners and supporters,
Ladies and Gentlemen,
In the name of BGZ, I’d like to welcome you today to
our conference on the DigiTales-method. I especially
welcome our partners from Great Britain, Finland, the
Netherlands, Greece and Slovakia who will run with us
all together this conference.
In addition I’d like to thank Ms Venus-Nehring who took
over the partnership for our national EQUAL-Project.
I also would like to use that occasion to present you our
company BGZ and the “DigiTales- Ich erzähl Dir was…”
conference.
BGZ was founded in 1983, initiated personally by the former Mayor of Berlin, Richard von Weizsäcker. It is a communal facility of the State of Berlin, the Berlin Chamber of Small Business and
Skilled Crafts, and the Berlin Chamber of Commerce and Industry. BGZ has been leading international cooperation projects which are concentrated on regions which especially have strong relation
with Berlin for 23 years. The priority is given to professional education and integration. So far we can
have a look at 60 successful projects each of which are a stone on a whole concept.
DigiTales is the transnational project of our EQUAL development partnership ProIntegration.
Together with our transnational partners we work to support migrants to have a stronger voice in the
media. They actively arrange/organize the media and touch in a subtle way a large audience to the
Integration subject. The project contributes to the empowerment of migrants and the intercultural
mainstreaming.
The today conference is also for our international partnership a prelude to different activities for the
“Week of Media and Diversity”. DigiTales? DigiTales are a short and usually personal contribution of
migrants about a speciﬁc experience or about an emigrational subject. Here in Berlin we have tried
three different formats. Last year we had the opportunity during the World Cup to organize a DigiTales-Festival: During one week, short ﬁlms were broadcast in the Berlin underground televisions.
With the topic “EQUAL Opportunities for All” the BGZ motivated young directors to take part to the
ﬁlm contest.
The chosen ﬁlms reﬂected in different ways the aspects of the migrant’s integration in Germany and
gave in a wise and funny way an opportunity to discuss together that topic.
Parallel to that, short features called “oral stories” were produced with the participants. Radio multikulti as project partner has not only helped to create those stories but also broadcast them.
In autumn other participants had the opportunity to be supported by DigiTales to do small ﬁlms
about their life’s situation.
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The methodology is today the main point of our conference.
Why is DigiTales so important and so successful? Because the small movies in oral stories or in a
movie format have the power to transport in a quick way the most different messages. They wake
up creativity, create an own digital story and offer a new way to intercultural communication.
There are a lot of advantages:
The formats give an easy access for the directors and the audience.
Through very different applicability, the ﬁlms can be used in a thematically and ﬂexible way and can
touch a large audience. The enthusiasm and the pride of our participants, who can tell their stories
in very different ways, prove the contribution that DigiTales can bring to empowerment.
The goal of our conference is to communicate you details and information about the applicability of
the DigiTales-Method and in later Workshops to offer you a look at the practical work.
We’ll hear the experiences with the method and also off course the users of the method about their
experiences and their insights.
DigiTales is a remarkable means to contribute to encourage the empowerment of disadvantaged
groups and to get a voice in the media.
We hope with the conference to give you reasons to put in practice in your work the method.
Have a successful day! We look forward to your inputs and discussions about the topic DigiTales.
Before I give Ms Andersen the word, I would like to thank radiomultikulti and especially Ms Andersen and Ms Micropolou:
Radiomultikulti as a project partner has not only strongly supported us during the whole project
but also let us use that space for the conference and always stayed helpful with the technical and
organisational parts of the conference. Ms Micropolou produced the oral stories together with the
participants with great commitment.
I’d also like to thank my colleagues from BGZ who prepared this conference: Ms Goetsch, Ms Paetzold and Ms Basten.
Welcome speech by Ms. Ingerlise Andersen
Radiomultikulti
Welcome to Radio Berlin Brandenburg, RBB.
- And warm welcome to radio multikulti, the multicultural
broadcaster for Berlin and Brandenburg!
Motto of today’s conference “to give migrants a voice” is
a central part of our work at Radio Multikulti – but it forms
just one part. We are not only a radio programme for and
by migrants. Nor are we, or would like to be, the exotic foreigners on the highly competitive Radio market of the city
of Berlin. Quite the opposite! I think we are the only normal
programme in our city. We are normal although we broadcast in about 18 foreign languages and between 5 and 10
pm we don’t broadcast in German language at all.
People from 180 nations live together in Berlin. Almost one child in two has binational parents and
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probably you won’t ﬁnd any school class with only German pupils. Rather there are districts where
80, 90, even 100 percent of the students have a migration background. You can be sure that one in
seven persons you meet in the streets is not German - statistically.
But if you listen to the radio or watch TV you’ll ﬁnd only programmes made by German people
for German people. This is why we think that “Radio Multikulti” is the only “normal” public service
broadcasting which reﬂects the reality of our city.
We do our work not because we are “do-gooders”, who want to get something going for poor
migrants. Compared to the rest of Germany’s media world lots of our team members immigrated
themselves or their parents came from abroad. Our music, world wide music, mediates a special
awareness of life; it is the best pop music from all over the world. We have our own news, half hourly in the morning and hourly during the rest of the day. We try to present the city and the world as
interesting and diverse as possible in our radio reports. Our intention is to discuss and debate in a
way that people from Berlin and Brandenburg enjoy to listen - regardless of their nationality.
Our moderators and interview partners are allowed to speak with foreign accents and our editors
often have a migration background as well. This allows a special perspective on the different issues
of a multicultural city. We don’t brighten up reality; I think we are dealing with migration issues in
an even harder manner than other people, because we know them ourselves. But we do not only
focus on problems. Last year for example we broadcast three days from Istanbul and tried to revise
some clichés on “typical” Turkish life. As it was a great success we try to do the same in Sarajevo
this year. Within the RBB, which produces seven different radio programmes radiomultikulti is the
specialist for integration and migration. We try to open up the media sector for migrants and offer
training programmes and castings.
Many of our colleagues leave to work for other radio programmes or the Television. We should be
glad about this, even though we miss them a lot; but the most important thing for us is to make the
world of media more colourful and if this works by starting a media career with radiomultikulti it is
perfect with us!.
As a modern radio programme the “short form” is important for us. Oral stories play an important
role in this context. We rather listen to people who brieﬂy tell us their personal stories, than to the
never ending prattling of experts. In this context we really appreciate the DigiTales campaign.
The slogan for the oral stories made by radiomultikulti was “„ I already am someone and I want to
get on in my career!“. Participants from various qualiﬁcation measures offered by the EQUAL DP
ProIntregration were asked to tell their stories. These stories were broadcast in between different
programmes. Feel free to listen to the results using our specially designed radiomultikulti audiocolumn in the lobby.
If you should like to get more information about our programme – for example about evening native
language programmes just come up and ask me! There is also a lot to tell. The native speaking
editorial staff and their broadcastings do not only address listeners who get informed in their own
languages. Also for the German programmes our work is indispensable because it gives ﬁrst-hand
information from different communities within our city.
I am looking forward to today´ s programme. I hope to get to know something about your work – and
I hope you feel comfortable in our house.
European Week of Media and Diversity
By Ed Klute and Maria Garcia , Miramedia, NL
19 to 25 March 2007, organizations in more than 10 EU countries, took part in the annual European Week of Media and Diversity, working together towards a more diverse and equal European
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media landscape. In 2007 the kick off for the European Week of
Media and Diversity took place during the DigiTales conference 19
March 2007 in Berlin. The conference was organised by BZG-Berlin, member of the transnational Equal partnership DigiTales.
The DigiTales conference was a perfect frame for the kick off of the
European Week as the DigiTales method offers minorities a perfect
opportunity to make themselves heard in the media and to learn
about the working of the media. Through different workshops, the
organizers intended to clarify the method, making and manifestation of DigiTales to a wider group of NGO‘s, media organisations and
educational institutes. It offered an excellent opportunity to the DigiTale partnership to present the method and to discuss new ideas
for improvement.
In his opening address of this Conference, the president of Online/More Colour in the Media, took
the opportunity to present the European Week of Media and Diversity 2007.
OLMCM is formed by European NGO’s, broadcasters, training institutes and researchers working
in the ﬁeld of diversity and media. OLMCM, which headquarters are based in the Netherlands, aims
to make the European media more diverse both in terms of access to media jobs and of portrayal of
minorities. OLMCM cooperates with the European Broadcasters Union (EBU), the EU, the Council
of Europe, OSCE, OSI, IFJ and most other European media NGO’s.
Back in 2003, the network decided to launch an event then called European Week of Media Monitoring, aiming to highlight the necessity of more diversity in the media; and also to start new and
constructive dialogue between media professionals, NGO’s and minority audiences. „Nobody can
deny the impact of media on the relationships between minority and majority groups in our societies“ says Ed Klute, Chair of Online/More Colour in the Media „NGOs and community media can
use the European Week to underline this importance on national and international level. It offers to
NGOs and community media great opportunities to start dialogues with media stakeholders and
raise awareness of the negative sides of this media impact”. The Week become an annual event
that today celebrates its ﬁfth edition and has consolidated in different European countries such as
Finland, Denmark, Germany, Slovakia, Slovenia, Italy, Greece, Spain, France, United Kingdom, and
the Netherlands.
Working together towards a more diverse and equal European media landscape
This years edition started off in cooperation with the DigiTales partnership and anticipates an European Year of Equal Opportunities: Equal Opportunities for all, towards a just society. The EU
Commissioner for Employment, Social Affairs and Equal Opportunities, Vladimír Špidla, hopes that
“the 2007 European Year for Equal Opportunities for All will spark a lively debate on diversity, giving
a new impetus to tackling discrimination effectively“.
The European Week supports the goals of the European Year for all by:
-

Encouraging the use of new media as a tool for empowerment
Using new media as a tool to create platforms for dialogue
A European campaign to promote dialogue between media and representatives of differentcommunities in preparation for 2008 European Year of Intercultural Dialogue.

The consolidation of the European Week of the Media as an annual event celebrated in different
countries around Europe is based in some needs that partners in the network want to address in
their daily work towards a more diverse media. Ed Klute, during his presentation in Berlin, summarized the reasons that make the celebration of the European Week of the Media a necessity in the
following points:
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-

Media is becoming an increasing important factor in our societies
The speed of news has implications for national political debates concerning cultural
diversity and integration, religion and asylum with effects of the life of particular migrant
communities, and
Media organisations have an essential task and responsibility by offering a platform for
intercultural dialogue and unbiased information to all citizens.
Journalists are in need for extra intercultural skill and competencies to be able to maintain
their core journalistic principles of professional independence.
Ethnic minority groups and NGOs are in need of media skills in order to start dialogues
with the media
Media literacy at all levels of schooling is needed to help the listeners and viewers under
stand how and why certain media content is produced.
Research is needed to monitor the impact of news and information on the audience and
on how media fulﬁl their social responsibility in view of social cohesion.
It is not possible to combat discrimination in and by the media by offering just an antidiscrimination training for journalists.
Media and Diversity have to become a priority in both media and anti-discrimination policies.
NGOs and educational institutes have an important responsibility in supporting the media
to make theses changes.
NGOs should encourage minority groups to use media as a tool to express themselves in
order to have a clear voice in the public debates.

During this European Week of Media and Diversity, organisations participating around Europe organize different events with a common guideline following the core of the week’s purpose: media
and diversity. OLMCM acts as the network umbrella, coordinating the promotion of these different
activities through its website and mailing lists. NGOs and community media will use the European
Week as a platform to start co-operations with journalists and media organisations to improve the
intercultural dialogue that can support a greater social cohesion in our societies.
Like the previous editions, the ﬁfth European Week of Media and Diversity will stage a wide range
of events: presentations of media monitoring reports, conferences on the role of the media in promoting cultural diversity and pluralism, visits of students to different media outlets, dedicated radio
and television broadcasting, screening of ﬁlms made by minorities groups and students in the ﬁeld
of media, antiracism march’s, musical concerts and much more.
Main actors of all these events are NGOs, community broadcasters and other institutes devoted
to media and diversity issues. They are involving in their initiatives agents and organizations that
can make the European media more diverse and multicultural: journalists, editors and other media
professionals, local and national institutions and public ofﬁcers.
For a more detailed overview of the activities of the European Week of Media and Diversity please
check the Section “European Week of Media & Diversity 2007” on Online/More Colour in the Media
website http://www.olmcm.org/section.php?SectionID=18
Other examples of European initiatives where Online/More Colour in the Media is involved are:
ROOTS & ROUTES (10 countries since 2005)
DigiTales (8 countries in 2007)
Mediam’Rad (6 countries in 2007)
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Online/More Colour in the Media
Mariaplaats 3
3511 LH Utrecht
The Netherlands
Tel. + 31 30 230 2240
www.olmcm.org
DigiTales: The Method, The Making, The Manifestation
By Outi Vellacott, Inclusion Through Media, GB
Outi Vellacott is working as a transnational producer within
the EQUAL partnership “Inclusion Through Media” run by
Hi8us in the UK. Hi8us also leads the transnational element
of this partnership, called DigiTales. In ﬁve “Train the trainer
workshops” held in the partner countries, Outi enabled all
partners to employ the DigiTales method successfully.
Hi8us is a national charity that has been working in collaborative professional media with young people in their communities since 1994 across the UK. Hi8us gives young people the opportunity to gain experience of innovative media
production, and a chance to tell their stories. The network
has bases in Cornwall, London, Birmingham and Leeds.
www.hi8us.co.uk
ITM is part of a community programme called Equal - a European Social Fund initiative which tests and promotes new
means of combating all forms of discrimination and inequality in the labour market. The GB Equal
Support Unit is managed by ECOTEC.
http://www.inclusionthroughmedia.org/
What is DigiTales? It´s a fantastic method! Basically it means getting people to tell a personal story
of about two minutes long about their life. Within a space of about three days they write, record and
edit their own pictures or drawings to create their own ﬁlm.
In her introduction to the method Outi stresses how important it is to adapt the DigiTales work to the
circumstances of the places and participants: In a workshop run in an Eastern Slovakian village together with a Slovakian ﬁlmmaker there were no computers. So the trainers helped the participants
write their story and select the pictures and recorded their voiceovers. The trainers then edited the
ﬁlms accordingly.
The kids participating in this workshop hardly had any photos or other pictures to use for their stories. So the trainers had to supply them with a camera: We had three little digital cameras. The kids
ran off with them and took 2000 pictures in the space of two days. It was so exciting for them to see
their image on a photo for the ﬁrst time - seeing themselves, the children just went wild.
In another workshop with single mothers run in the East London Lansbury estate, it was crucial to
adapt the schedule around the special needs of the group. We split the workshop into ﬁve half days
and provided a crèche, to enable the women to come along and also to absorb all the information
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about how to edit a ﬁlm.
Our latest workshop was held in Leeds, a former mining town in the north of England. The participants were refugees who took part in a project called “My world - your world”, which encourages
refugees to engage in creative activities through various arts workshops. DigiTales ﬁtted in well. As
refugees the participants didn’t have many photos. So we spent a lot of time and effort to getting
them to draw or do paper cut- outs and ﬁnd creative ways to make the images for their ﬁlms. It was
hard work to motivate them but it worked!
Dissemination
What happens to the ﬁlms? They get published on the DigiTales website - visit www.digi-tales.org.
At the moment there are 30-40 ﬁlms and more are already waiting to be published. The website
gives you a fantastic oversight into who lives in Europe.
Outlook
The DigiTales project ﬁnishes at the end of this year. Still we hope to expand our work with the DigiTales method rather than just stop. We have recently been working quite hard to ﬁnd new partners
and new projects to expand the DigiTales method towards Eastern Europe. We have already visited
people in Poland, the Czech Republic, Lithuania and Bulgaria and we have also been making applications.
On June 29th we have a DigiTales launch in Liverpool. This - we hope - is going to help build towards a bigger conference called “Who is in Europe?” next year, when Liverpool will be the Capital
of Culture.
In the conference today you are going to learn about how to run a DigiTales workshop, how to ﬁnd a
group and how you can practically make it happen. See how you can get involved in DigiTales!
Here are our contact dates: Do not hesitate to get in touch!
Hi8us Projects
Outi Vellacott
outi@hi8us.co.uk
Nicole Nicole van Hemert
nicole@hi8us.co.uk
Ground Floor West
Towpath House
Limehouse Court
3-11 Dod Street
London E14 7EQ

DigiTales by DigiTellers

Presentation of selection of DigiTales by their makers.
Contributions from Helsinki, Amsterdam and Berlin
Myriam Sahraoui, Dasha van Amsterdam, Malika Mahdaoui, Zina, NL
Fernando Colombo, Carlos Marroquin Martinez, Juliana Elo, Mundo, Fi
Drazan Bosic, Signe Astrup, Marcel Joos, Dragica Ferkovic, Mile Ferkovic, Tomek Novakov , ProIntegration, D
The Zina projects contribution, Amsterdam, Holland
The framework of the Zina project is for a big part based on the relation with labourmarket issue
and a way in which we think that this project attributes to reducing the distance to this labour11

market. A collaboration with different partners enlargens opportunities for Islamic women to ﬁnd a
job in their nature, disposition. Our activities not
only focus on looking for and ﬁnding jobs, but also
on emancipation, standig up for oneself, together
with others. Men must work on emancipation and
emancipation must lead to labour. Women without
a job remain excluded from the society. De Balie
together with her partners, which were chosen for
the like minded ambition as regards content, wants
to jointsupport the emancipation struggle. Voor the
OP applies: without labourparticipation no emancipation en vice versa. By formalising this cooperation we enlarge our reach as regards knowledge and public. The energy and the envolvement of
all partners with the Zina project creates a synergy which will lead to new ideas for programme development on content- as wel as on executional level. Working with the OP creates possibilities for
national and transnationale emancipation movement, empowerment and development of women
with Islamic background, which can be implemented and continued on the labourmarket.
http://www.zinaplatform.eu/
Myriam Saharaui: My name is Myriam Saharaui. We are from the ZINA project in Amsterdam, Holland.
ZINA means beauty, it is an Arab word. In order to support/encourage migrants, in particular women, with Muslim background, we speciﬁcally use art and culture in our projects.
We support the empowerment of these women with this project. We believe that these women represent a group whose voice is not heard enough in public. With our projects they have the opportunity of drawing attention to themselves. We were very pleased to be able to enter into the DigiTales
partnership. For us it was a godsend to work with DigiTales.
More than a year ago I was in Great Britain and that is where I learned how DigiTales are produced.
When I returned to Amsterdam, I was inspired and quickly began to launch a DigiTales workshop. In
the meantime we are conducting such workshops very successfully for the ﬁfth or sixth time.
The main point of DigiTales is giving migrants a voice. The most important part of our workshop is
encouraging the process of storytelling. Of course you also have to deal with the technical process
but approx. 70% of the time is used to create a positive atmosphere. People feel comfortable and
that is the only reason why they are able to tell their story and to tell it to the other people in the
workshop. Ultimately that is how the DigiTale evolves.
The reason for these last comments is that it is not easy for us to place the end product on the internet and make it accessible to the public. It is very complicated for many women as they do not
want to present these intimate products in public. It goes without saying that we respect this. Several women have agreed to the publication but 70 to 80% of our participants say that this process of
storytelling was already so difﬁcult for them that they would prefer to leave it at that for now. Maybe
they will agree to a publication in a few years but at the moment they cannot imagine doing so.
The work we do is very exciting and interesting. Here we now see the ﬁrst example. Afterwards
Malika- the ﬁlmmaker - will tell us about some things she experienced producing the DigiTale:
Malika Mahdaoui: I would like to tell my son Halid‘s story. He was very, very sad about these incidents and he was also angry, mad and I too felt the same way. I truly enjoyed the DigiTales workshop, it was a very nice atmosphere for me and I felt conﬁdent and the story evolved very easily,
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it was such a distinctive inﬂuence. It was such a nice atmosphere, I felt conﬁdent enough to tell all
other women in the group this story. All women told very personal stories and we got a lot of help,
also for the technical editing This experience of producing a DT was very, very important to me.
That is an important event in my life, thus it got a place. I believe that this method is very important
for migrants. For me personally, it is not easy to publish this story on the net, because if I did, the
people in the neighbourhood would talk and gossip and that would come back to haunt me. This is
a big step for me. In our culture we are not used to showing that we have been hurt. We do not show
these feelings in public; that is why it is so difﬁcult for me to do so.
Myriam Saharaui: Malika‘s story shows us what the process DigiTales is about. Not only are the
workshop participants important but also the trainers, who must also have technical and communicative knowledge in order to conduct a workshop.
At ZINA in Amsterdam we were in the happy position of having Dasha‘s support. She also produced
a DigiTale and we‘re going to take a look at it now:
Dasha van Amsterdam: Thank you very much. I made this DigiTale in a „ train – the - trainer“ workshop last summer and there I was both a „storyteller“ and a trainer of the workshop. For me it is
very important to have gained my own experience which I would like to pass on as a trainer. It is
important to have gone through the process of the production yourself, to have experienced what it
is like to tell a story which affects you so deeply on a personal level.
And this process is important each time: You pass something on, you gain distance from your own
story and that is very satisfying. As Myriam already mentioned, it is extremely important in our work
to focus on the process of storytelling. The most important thing is to give the group a voice, to give
them the opportunity to tell others about themselves.
A further subject is the collaboration with good technicians. How can you ﬁnd this connection between the storyteller and the technical requirements so that a process is established in which both
sides perform their part? I don‘t know if you have an answer to this question, if it concerns you and
maybe you can help us out with that. Thank you very much
Ed Klute: Thank you very much. That was the ﬁrst presentation of the DigiTellers and now we will
hear a completely different project approach from our Finnish partner.
Marita Rainbird, Juliana Elos, Mundo, Carlos Marroquín and Fernando Colombo present their project.
Contribution of the Mundo Project, Helsinki, Finland
Marita Rainbird, manager of the Finish Mundo Project, gives a short introduction of the
project:
The Mundo Project in a Nutshell
The Mundo project, supported by European Social
Fund´s “EQUAL” programme, is a media education
and work training programme for immigrants and ethnic minorities in Finland. The purpose of the project
is to create new cultural know-how in the ﬁeld of media and promote cultural understanding among employers and work communities. The project offers the
students a comprehensive media education during
which they work within different media organisations,
in television, radio and the press and create services
in the Internet.
The Mundo project is organised by the Finnish Broadcasting Company Ylesradio (YLE), Helsinki Polytechnic Stadia and a production company Dream
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Catcher Ltd, as well as ﬁve international partners.
In this joint project, administered by YLE, the education phase is undertaken by the Helsinki Ploytechnic Stadia. The work training periods are arranged by YLE´s Basaari editorial department together with Dream Catcher Ltd, which publishes a multicultural magazine SixDegrees.
There are a total of 24 students from 18 countries involved in the project. Some students have signiﬁcant work experience in the media, while others are just starting their careers.
Hallo, we are from Finland, from the Mundo project!
Mundo is a project that aims to train migrants and ethnic minorities for professional activities in the
media. 24 students from 18 different countries take part. They study at the “TU” (technical University) in Helsinki and learn in a 2 years´-course to create ﬁlms professionally. Most of them already had
experience in media-work before. The intention of the project is to intensify the understanding of
multicultural themes in the media and to make them known to the public. This information is important to understand, why the ﬁlms we are going to show to you today, have such a high standard.
Of course I am accompanied by some of our students: Carlos from Mexico, Juliana from Brazil, and
Fernando from Angola.
Why do I stand here in front of you? It is about a year ago that I could take part in a DigiTales-workshop in Cardiff. I, too, made a DigiTale there and was very impressed by the method, of its power
that lies in the photos and how these photos can be arranged into stories… When I returned to Helsinki I was still very excited and wanted in any case to continue working with this method.
Then Outi came to Finland and organised a Train-the Trainer-workshop for us. After that the freshly
instructed coaches trained students themselves: Altogether 24 DigiTales were produced, most of
them are already published on the homepage (www.digi-tales.org).
Why is DigiTales so important? I believe that the method can create work for our students in the future. The Media-World is very much oriented towards competition and that is why we need different
forms of training, e.g. trainer who can work in schools. I do not take it as unlikely that our students
can gain advantages by applying the Digi-Tales-Method professionally.
I noticed in various courses how difﬁcult it was for the students to tell their own private stories. They
are between 18 and 58 years old, already worked in the ﬁeld of media before and now they notice
how difﬁcult it is to tell a personal story. Here I see a great advantage of DigiTales: The students
had the chance to tell their stories in their native languages, Russian, Spanish etc. But astonishingly
most of them told their story in English. Why in English if one can use his native language?
My job was that of a producer of DigiTales in Finland. I organised the whole business, made contracts, have looked for the media-part and translations. That was a lot of work but we are sure, that
also in the future we shall use the DigiTales-method for the training of our students in media-related
work on various ways.
But now I want to give word to the most important members of the project. First we will see a contribution by Juliana called “Desert Island”.
Juliana Elos: Actually, the greatest difﬁculty was what Marita already mentioned. We have already
been professionally active in the Media-world for some time and we are used that other people tell
us stories. So when we had to do it ourselves it became incredibly difﬁcult for us. Especially for me
because my grandmother was staying in a hospital at that time - I did not know if she would survive.
It is too hard to speak about it, she was such a lively woman and it was so difﬁcult to see her in such
a sad context. We always have teased each other–e.g. because her coffee was simply terrible. And
when I wanted to make my DigiTale, I simply did not know what to say about her. I had the feeling
that the question why she had to die would come up again and again. Why, why did she have to die?
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Occupied with these questions I wanted to leave the world and live on a lonely Island. But otherwise
I asked myself who should want to live on a lonely island. It would be dreary there, life is here So
I thought that I could take everything that I did not like with me to the island. Why do folks always
mention in these cases always those items they like best? Why don’t we do it the other way round
and send all that we don’t like to this island and live on here quite normally. Simultaneously I was
at that time very much focussed on animation. Perhaps that is my Brazilian nature, I had to movie
these pictures, static pictures would have been impossible.
As the second contribution we’ll see “Paid” by Carlos Marroquin, also a student in the Mundo Project.
Carlos Marroquin: Well, when the Digi-Tales–Workshop was announced, I expected to learn and
test new methods and techniques. For us who we already had passed a training in the media-ﬁeld,
the medium “Film” seemed to us the most natural thing of this world. But then came the moment
we got conscious that this ﬁlm acts about ourselves and our own life. Every one of us then made
proposals for our stories. Very soon we noticed that we imbued deeper and deeper into these stories the longer we thought about them. This experience was shocking for me: My DigiTale touches
many other aspects of my life.
I tried to correct my mistakes of the past. Well, I passed my exam in economic sciences, but I really
can’t remember anything of it. The only important things left over from these days are my friends. Of
course I feel much respect for my father and I respect his decisions. It is a loss he can’t see the ﬁlm
now, but he’ll probably do that some time in the future. But I, too had the feeling that I simply wanted
to hide certain things, that I could not open myself. I can very well duplicate what the ladies of the
group have said before me, they even don’t want to see their DigiTales on the Internet, because their
emotions are much too strong.
I am in a similar position. But I have managed to arrive at a point in my life where I want to be. Of
course my story how I got there is very thrilling. And of course my story is not ﬁnished yet, but in
spite of all this is the moment where I am standing now.
Marita Rainbird: We were told in Cardiff, that this making of ﬁlms is no therapy. But without regards
to what they tell us, of course, it is a kind of self-therapy.
Fernando, was it the same with you, too?
Fernando Colombo: Yes, in a certain way. By the way, the tears in my eyes derive from my allergy
– so please don’t be astonished that I have to wipe tears permanently. I wanted to aim at prejudices
and discrimination and at the sense of borders. I can’t make friends with frontiers: We all are human
beings, we change our domiciles, we move between various countries to and fro. The senselessness of borders was my theme-that is what I wanted to talk about and what I wanted to be heard
by everybody. We all should be conscious that, for example, people marry partners from different
cultures, that one moves from one place to another. It touches me very much, when I come home
to my own country and the people then ask me, where I come from. They address me in English or
French or ask me if I come from Jamaica or the United States or even from quite a different country.
That happens to me permanently and everywhere. So therefore this was my story.
As Carlos and Juana already mentioned, we had no problems with the technical realisation of DigTales. At the time we made our DigiTales we already were professionals. For a professional it really
is not very difﬁcult to make a ﬁlm about oneself! To come back to your question, Marita, yes it was
a good therapy for me, too.
I then held a workshop for pupils in the age of 9 to 16 years together with 3 other colleagues. The
workshop took 2 evenings, on the ﬁrst the story was composed and on the second we worked on
the technique. The pupils leaned very quickly, that they could make nearly everything by themselves. They knew within 3 hours how to handle the programmes. They were so excited and got me
excited, too. They could work better with the computer than I. It was also nice that they really were
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totally relaxed. The atmosphere we had in the group was very pleasant indeed. The teachers, too,
gave a very positive feedback.
The children had different cultural background, some came from Turkey, from Vietnam, the Kosovo,
from Finland or Nigeria, many quite different countries. And the teachers told me that the pupils had
never cooperated that attentively before. But in our DigiTales workshop they all joined in totally, especially the young children. When we discussed the programmes, learned how to make cuttings or
how to form crossings between cuttings – that one can intersect ﬂowers or other effects there - they
became totally impressed. They simply were enthusiastic.
As we have seen, we also combined moving pictures, ﬁlms and photos. In this regard, too, the method of DigiTales is very important.
Thank you very much!
And there is another point I would like to mention: After the winter-term Fernando and I gave the
ﬁlms on to the children. The teachers said that they really had never before seen the children getting
so excited. They had never touched each other bodily before, but now they even embraced Fernando. Also in this regards the method of DigiTales is very important, too.
Contribution from Berlin, Germany:
Equal Development Partnership ProIntegration
Presentation of the ﬁlm „Dragicas story“ by Dragica Ferkovic, „Jugo Maﬁa Boys“ by Mile
Ferkovic and „BlutRein BlutRaus“ by Tomek Novakov. All of these ﬁlms are published on
the website www.digi-tales.org
ProIntegration is a Berlin development partnership which is
supported by the EU Community Initiative EQUAL. The project
is coordinated by the BGZ Berlin International Cooperation
Agency GmbH.
The innovative idea of the development partnership is the improvement of the occupational
integration of migrants through
intercultural
mainstreaming.
The objective is to further develop the migrants’ potentials,
to bring them together with the
specialised personnel needs of the Berlin economy and to increase the suitability of the integration
offers.
In line with the transnational project DigiTales, a festival addressing the subject „EQUAL Opportunities for All“ with ﬁlm contributions on the Berlin subway TV‘s „Berliner Fenster“ as well as „oral
stories“ at radiomultikulti were broadcasted in 2006 among other things.
Moreover a total of three „DigiTales workshops“ with different target groups of the EP were conducted.
The EP participates in the Week of Media and Diversity with various activities.
EQUAL supports innovative concepts for the ﬁght against discrimination and inequalities on the
employment market
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Drazan Bozic: My name is Drazan Bozic and I work for the Migrants Organisation “SouthEastEurope Kultur-Verein” in Berlin. In the scope of the Berlin EQUAL Development partnership ProIntegration we carry out a project which primarily is intended to assist young people of the group of the
population of Roma with their integration in Berlin and Germany.
The special difﬁculty of our work lies in the question if these youths may continue to stay in Berlin.
Although most of them have been living here for ten or more years, there always arises the danger
that they will get deported as undesired aliens and have to leave the country on very short notice.
Therefore our main job is not only the professional integration but also the psycho-social support
of the youths. One of the actions was the DigiTales Workshop, the students and the trainer will tell
you more about that than I can.
I have noticed the positive results of our work yet after the workshops. By working with their own
history the youths gained self-conﬁdence and they could ﬁnd an ear with their ﬁlms. This becomes
visible here and today, too. But a year ago, the young people would not have had the vigour and
self-conﬁdence to present themselves on this stage. And so now we will ﬁnd out immediately if they
dare to take position to their ﬁlms, too.
Signe Astrup: My name is Signe and I was a Trainer in the said workshop. For me it was just as
exciting as for the others students, especially the cooperation and the meeting of the young participants.
In our workshop we had two main-themes. The male participants wanted to speak about music,
street-dance and their gangs, whilst the girls preferred the topic of family- traditions.
It was difﬁcult.to ﬁnd a suitable topic with Dragica. At ﬁrst she wanted to speak of her son. But we
both found that this story would become very superﬁcial. We then tried to develop a story with more
background and depth. Whilst talking she found out that I come from Denmark and that she herself
lived in Denmark for a while The basic idea of her story was found and we agreed that she would
describe her journey from Jugoslavia via Denmark to Berlin.
At ﬁrst Dragica did no want to write herself, but I insisted, since it was her own story which could be
told far more impressively by herself. After the 3rd. day she had written and revised her story. So
we watched a ﬁlm of a young woman who had the desire to learn fundamental abilities like reading
and writing.
Marcel Joos: My name is Marcel Joos and I have directed the workshop together with Signe. It was
also difﬁcult with Milos to ﬁnd a theme for a start Like the other boys, too, he at ﬁrst wanted to talk
about himself as a rapper. But since all the others already had got ﬁxed on this topic, we decided, to
make a ﬁlm about his family. He wrote the text by himself and it was quite visibly not easy for him to
speak the text into the ﬁlm by himself. But he managed it and can justly be proud of it.

Abstract of the work in the workshops
Workshop A
„Do it yourself“

Moderated by: Signe Astrup, Marcel Joos, Outi Vellacott, Myriam Sahraoui and Dasha van Amsterdam
Workshop A was conducted for the German speaking participants by Signe Astrup and Marcel
Joos, the English speaking participants were trained by Outi Vellacott, Myriam Sharaoui and Dasha
van Amsterdam.
The synopsis below results from the insight of all four workshops.
Which skills does a trainer of DigiTales need?
- he/ she needs good computer skills and should be able to impart his/her knowledge
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- has already gained experiences as a motivation trainer, pronounced social skills and empathy
- a pronounced ability to work in a team
- experiences in imparting dramaturgy and picture language
- at least one trainer in the team should have a distinguished knowledge about technical issues and
computers
For a DigiTales- workshops with about 8 participants at least 2-3 trainers are needed. The exact
number of trainers depends on the structure of the group.
How can you compose a group?
Preparing the workshop you should have a close look at the participants and the group. It is recommended that the members of the group should have a similar level of education. This helps to
eliminate possible dissatisfaction and envy.
Dealing with participants with migration background in one group it is advantageous that they should
have similar knowledge of the language of the country.
Technical conditions/ required materials
- Every participant needs a computer with a simple ﬁlm processing software, for example Windows
Moviemaker
- it is recommended to install a network with all
- one computer equipped with image processing software must be available for the trainers
- a scanner
- a beamer
- a printer
- a digital camera
- cables, card reader unit etc. to download photos from the mobile phone
- sound recording facilities (eg. dv camera or digital dictafone)
- painting and drawing utensils
- if necessary, a release form (agreement to publish the participants´ ﬁlms)
Preparation of the Workshops
In order to motivate the participants it is important to inform them about the programme of the workshop in advance. Tell them what they can expect! Mention the DigiTales website to them, so that
they can gather further information by themselves (www.digi-tales.org).
Ask your participants beforehand to start thinking about possible stories and to collect appropriate
material (photos, pictures, etc.).
Possible topics (especially for migrants) are: home country, family, career aspiration, yearnings…
my migration etc. (We have tried to focus the groups on the present and future aspirations, rather
than dwell too much on the possible negative and difﬁcult past).
Before you begin the workshop: Check all the technical installations! Discuss with your team who is
responsible for what and how you are going to co-operate in the course! Remember that you work
as a team and that it is crucial to come across as such to the participants.
It is a good idea to assign one person to the sound recording so the trainer can concentrate on
helping the participant with the voiceover: pronunciation, emphasis, and pace.
Possible implementation of the workshop
1. Day
- welcoming
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- Presentation of DigiTales, demonstration of selected examples
- Getting to know the participants and their stories by means of some exercises (see below)
- Afterwards every participant should begin with his/her own story. If there are problems to ﬁnd
ideas, the trainer and participant should come together and think about a suitable topic
It makes sense to assign the participants to a trainer so that it is easier to overview how the work is
proceeding.
- if you work with difﬁcult groups it is recommended to rather schedule two half days instead of one
whole day for the preparation of the stories. This allows the participants more time to think about
their stories and procure appropriate pictures
- the stories should be roughly put down on paper at the end of the ﬁrst day
The participants are left with the homework to continue their work on the stories and to collect or
produce more pictures
it is recommended to make the participant compile a list, in order to give him a better understanding
of what is still left to do: How many and what pictures are still missing?
2. Day
- Presentation of the homework. Unﬁnished stories are brought to an end and noted down. At the
same time start of the following tasks:
Recording of voiceovers, transferring it to the computer
- Scanning of the pictures and if necessary image processing. Photos taken with the mobile phone
are recorded. If necessary further drawings are made or pictures are taken. For a two-minute ﬁlm
you need 10-12 pictures.
A problem may occur as not all the participants can record, scan etc. at the same time. Participants
who are well advanced with their own work should be asked to help the others.
3. Day
- Every participant should have digitised his/ her pictures and recorded the voice-overs
- now editing the ﬁlms start
- legal questions have to be sorted out and information about publishing the ﬁlms
- watching the DigiTales and appreciation of the work
- Participants are proud of their work. Appreciate the value of the work by a presentation in a nice,
festive surrounding!
The participants should receive a DVD each with their ﬁlms in order to recompense their effort.
For the presentation of the ﬁlms on the DigiTales homepage the trainers have to copy the data of
ﬁlms in the highest quality grade (Quicktime.mov or .avi). The DVDs, indicated with the participants´
name, title of the story, duration, summary and the signed release forms are sent to the organisation.
Exercises
Below some examples for exercises, which are successfully used in DigiTales Workshops. Purpose
of these exercises is to open up the participants to telling their stories, to make it short and to ﬁnd
his/ her own story.
Presenting each other:
For a relaxed atmosphere in the course it is important that the participants should get to know each
other. This also helps the trainers to become familiar with the group. One possible method is to present each other. In pairs the participants have 5-20 minutes to ﬁnd out information about the partner.
Questions can be chosen freely. But often it is better to provide questions in advance (Where do you
come from? Why do you participate in this workshop? etc.).
Exercise “love and hate”
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Within the space of a minute the participants are being asked to write down everything that comes
to their mind when they think about “love”. Same procedure with the word “hate”. Then everyone
reads out their list to the group.
Match exercise
Light a match and tell a story until the match burned down. For example a story about how you came
to Germany or about your greatest aspiration.
Exercise with objects and pictures
The participants tell personal stories about pictures or objects that they brought along.
Which legal issues need to be raised?
To publish the DigiTales, the participant has to sign a release form. An appropriate form is provided
by the DigiTales Network.
Furthermore it has to be notiﬁed, that pictures and music which are copyrighted should not be used.
In case it is used, the ﬁlm cannot be published.
Motivation of the participants
The trainer may have to help a participant to ﬁnd his own, personal story. Superﬁcial stories (for
example: “I am 40 years old, I have two children and I am married”) shouldn’t be accepted by the
trainer. Normally the participant himself will recognise if his story is superﬁcial and would not touch
the audience.
But if the participants open up in the DigiTales workshop, the objective is achieved. To gain conﬁdence is crucial for the success of the workshop. Therefore the trainer should consider to actively
participate himself in the exercises and set a good example. He could for instance betray weaknesses, talk about unfulﬁlled desires and aspirations in his examples and thus show that it is okay to
open up in front of the others.
Just make up a weird story out of boring pictures! The participants will be amused, and they will
notify that it is easy to invent a story if they give their fancy full scope.
If a participant ﬁnds it really hard to come up with a story, the trainer can help him by drawing back
upon what he already knows about him from the exercises.
What is he proud of? What is important for him/ her? What were important events in his/her life?
Nevertheless the creative process has to take part within the participant. The trainer should not, for
example, set an order of the pictures. Subtle suggestions on the part of the trainer can be helpful,
if the participant is blocked.
The trainer should encourage the participant to come to a decision: What pictures in which order
can visualise your story? The experience to create an own work will make the participant very
proud.
It is important to bear in mind that working with disadvantaged groups often difﬁcult topics (such as
violence, frustration, etc.) are being dealt with. This can have a strong effect on the audience. Never
judge on the participants´ work! But take the chance to discuss the possible impact the stories can
have on other people.
Good luck with your workshops!
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Workshop B
„DigiTales - Creative ways to initiate story development with different target
groups”

Instructor: Rosaria Chirico, start writing! Training and
coaching in writing
Literary scholar and linguist (M.A.)
Everyone has a story to tell - take advantage of this
for your work!
In addition to Workshop A Ms. Chirico explains how
to ﬁnd a story, how to tell it and how to revise it in
retrospect.
1. Two main questions
1.1. How do you get the stories out of the peoples‘
heads or rather get the people to tell them? What at
all is even „worth telling“?

Possible difﬁculties:
- Barriers: allowed to, can, would like to
- Taking yourself seriously and coming to the fore
- „I don‘t have anything to tell.“
1.2. How can personal experiences and memories be created narratively as DigiTales?
Possible difﬁculties:
- Little knowledge of stories and their working
- „How can I choose from everything that I have experienced?“
- „How can I restrict myself to a maximum of 3 min?“
2. Suggestion for the realisation in DigiTales workshops
2.1. Process oriented work: stories are created in 3 phases
1. Before the telling
2. The telling itself
3. After the telling: The revision
2.2. Use methods of creative writing in all three phases
3. Application in groups with migration background or diversity subject matter
3.1. Before the telling
3.1.1. Objectives
- „Warming up“ using spoken language
- getting to know each other and opening up
- Inspiring the feeling to want to tell
- The participants should discover that they have something to tell which really interests others
- Overcoming language barriers (e.g. by working with dictionaries for participants with insufﬁcient
German language skills, inclusion of the source language)
3.1.2. Basic information
If possible, sit in a circle and create a pleasant atmosphere. Don‘t forget: Everyone loves stories!
The trainer/instructor could prepare several authentic examples. If you would like the participants
to open up, then you must also be willing to do so! However you must consider that an example (a
certain story or a DigiTale) at the beginning will possibly strongly deﬁne or limit the forms and topics.
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So it would be better to wait and see what happens!
3.1.3. Create reasons for talking
In order to get the participants talking:
- What does my name mean and why is it my name?
- How and where do I live? Family members, everyday life...
- Bring objects from home and describe typical things from the home country.
- Bring/introduce typical German things which appear strange, which you like, which you do not
like...
- Talk about an event with historical or cultural meaning. How did you personally experience it and
how did it inﬂuence your life?
- Waking up life‘s memories: „The ﬂat in which I lived as a child; my ﬁrst day at school; the ﬁrst time
I was really scared, ... in love, ... happy; the birth of my child...“
- Talk about your spiritual life, e.g. about the religious education you experienced
- Exchange information in the group about customs, rituals and taboos which exist in your own culture (e.g. greeting rituals, handling of criticism or compliments, convergence of man and woman...)
- Teamwork: develop a story together with predetermined material Also bring along signiﬁcant photographs for this purpose in which situations („in road trafﬁc, while shopping, at bureaus, at the
doctor‘s“) are clearly recognisable and should be combined with individual words on paper („every
day; but one day; as an exception; suddenly; at the end“)
- Use photographs as a source of inspiration
- In order to activate the language material: inspire associations (sit as a group, throw a ball)
- Cluster or brainstorming: „What crosses your mind regarding...“ (predetermine strong terms such
as hunger, cold, homesickness, longing, hope, fear, love, hate or a line of a poem)
Work with funny German words and their sound: e.g. Gültigkeitsdauer, Lottoannahmestelle, Schädlingsbekämpfungsmittel
- Analogy wheel with any object and I, e.g.: „My cactus and I, the Berlin Subway and my life...“
3.2. The telling itself
3.2.1. Objectives
- Making up your mind for your own story
- Collection and preparation of material (photos, pictures, language material)
- Bring the story into a form (raw version)
3.2.2. Basic information
The participants should have an awareness of what makes a story a story. Suggestion from the
course instructor: Collect the most important factors for a story. Normally this always works, whether or not the participants have already given this some thought or not. Everyone knows stories! At
the end it should be clear, that at least the following elements exist in every story:
- Topic
- Beginning - middle - end
- Development, suspense
Furthermore stories can have different moods. They can be
- sad or funny
- neither sad nor funny but thought-provoking
- so suspenseful that you can become scared
- or...
for migrants it could be an additional stimulation to tell the story in more than one language!
3.2.3. Methods
In order to ﬁnd out what the individual participants would like to talk about (contents):
Create a topics list: What aggravated me lately? Made me happy? Surprised me? Which things are
different today compared to the past? Different here as compared to in ...? What has been lost?
What have we gained? What is not happening at the moment but should be? What is happening at
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the moment but should not be?
Which stories are told in my family time and time again?
Review topics which have to do with migration, diversity: What shouldn‘t be missing? Collect...
(clusters, mind map)
Select a term from the collection such as „home“ for example? Where am I at home? What is home
called in my source language? Home is... (clusters, mind map), feels like..., tastes and smells like...
= Describe using all senses.
Offer reasons for writing & free writing: „When I grow up..., If I had only...back then, If I could only....
one more time „
In order to bring the story into a form (form):
Structure regarding language: free talking with free writing, cut up technique, analogy wheel: e.g.
„My favourite tree and home“
Structure regarding material: Sequence of pictures and photographs, try out various versions
Structure regarding predetermined categories:
Tell arrival stories (your own or those from parents/grandparents): The trip from ... to Germany, The
ﬁrst time... shopping in Germany, ... at the doctor‘s, ... at school. Including list of questions: How
did I feel? What made me happy? What surprised, scared, hurt me? What did I expect? How was it
really? How is it now?
Interviews with family members or strangers.
Create the portrait of an individual who has inﬂuenced you, regardless if they are dead or alive or if
you link positive or negative experiences to that person
Report on something: Who, when, what, where... in the style of a newspaper article or a report
Applies for all exercises: collect photo and language material for that purpose and bring them into
a meaningful context.
3.3. After the telling: the revision
3.1.3. Objectives
Inspiration by other digitals, have a look at these together: What did you like about them? What
didn‘t you like?
How can I add to my story?
What can I eliminate?
Final version in combination with material and technique
3.2.3. Basic information
The revision should be introduced as another creative activity. The participants do not have to give
much thought to the form beforehand, in the worst case that would impede creativity. There the emphasis was on fun, the necessity and importance of telling the story. Here it was also not important
if linguistic errors were made (grammar, spelling).
Now the raw version should be revised. In doing so the role reversal „from artist to listener“ can be
helpful.
3.3.3. Methods
Form editorial groups: mutually discuss the work/raw versions of the others: What affects me? What
do I feel is too long? Attention: It could be very important here to establish feedback rules beforehand!
After viewing other DigiTales, establish quality criteria together for the DigiTales. With these, your
own story can be reviewed and possibly improved.
4. Literature
Barrington, Judith: Erinnerungen und Autobiograﬁe schreiben, Autorenhaus Verlag, 2004
Cameron, Julia: Von der Kunst des Schreibens ... und der spielerischen Freude, die Worte ﬂießen
zu lassen, Knaur TB, 2003
Goldberg, Bonni: Raum zum Schreiben. Creative Witing in 200 genialen Lektionen, Autorenhaus
Verlag, 2004
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Goldberg, Natalie: Schreiben in Cafés, Autorenhaus Verlag, 2003
Puhan-Schulz, Barbara: Wenn ich einsam bin, fühle ich mich wie acht Grad minus. Kreative Sprachförderung für deutsche und ausländische Kinder, Beltz praxis, 1989
Reinhardt, Ingo: Storytelling in der Pädagogik: eine Einführung in die Arbeit mit Geschichten, Ibidem-Verlag, 2003
Zu wissen, dass du noch lebst : Kinder aus Tschetschenien erzählen, hrsg. von der Gesellschaft
Memorial und der Heinrich-Böll-Stiftung, Aufbau-Taschenbuchverlag, 2006

Workshop C
“Connecting Communities… Personal Stories and Digital Media”
Held by Rosemary Richards, BBC Video Nations, UK
Rosemary introduces the Video Nation and Capture Wales Projects.
Video Nation (http://www.bbc.co.uk/videonation/) is a
video diary project started in 1993 by the BBC. In each
local session 5 (groups of) people receive a camcorder and some basic training to use it, to enable them
to tell their own stories using the technique of video
diary. They can be individuals or groups of people, as
Video Nation is also about community ﬁlm making.
Capture Wales (http://www.bbc.co.uk/wales/capturewales/) is a Digital Storytelling project run by BBC
Wales. Through this project, individuals that usually
do not have access to media are given the possibility
to tell their own stories using the simple technique of
the digital storytelling.
Even if I do not like so much using those words, let’s
say that both projects are about generating contents.
At BBC we started a pilot project that went on for two years, collecting materials from both Video
Nation and Capture Wales for a 10 min. daily programme to be broadcasted on satellite interactive
television channel. This is new for this type of broadcasting.
Both Video Nations and Capture Wales have similar aims, they are about empowering people and
giving them a platform for broadcasting. But there are also some differences.
If you compare the videos we watched this morning (Digitales) and the Video Nation videos, they
have different styles. Also Video Nation method is different. We give a camcorder to individuals or
communities that ask us the opportunity to make a ﬁlm. We offer them a one to one training in the
frame of Video Nation. They can propose any story they want, personal or political, big or small. We
take their story out of what they record, we do not make any script, we just edit the materials they
have recorded. This is the biggest difference with Capture Wales, where they run workshops in a
different way, they make a script and they teach people to edit the materials. In the Video Nation
project, people that do not have media platforms, like elder people, people from miners villages
etc… ﬁrst of all are invited to take a story out of their experience, answering to questions like “When
have you been very frightened?” or “Describe an interesting or unusual journey you have taken”, or
“Tell of a time that you were at peace with yourself and the world”, or “What are your memories of
your childhood home?”, or “Is there a place which means a lot to you?”.
Rosemary invites the participants to join in couples and to tell a story answering to one of those
questions for one minute for each. They tell their story to each other and it takes just two minutes.
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This exercise aims at showing that it does not take so much time to take out a story from each of
us.
Rosemary shows a piece of Video Nation shot on camcorder. It is a personal story about a Bosnian
refugee, very similar to Digitales spirit. Other Video Nation ﬁlms are completely different, they are
more about general topics, like the “Elvis died in my bedroom” ﬁlm, that also was presented in the
workshop. But also in Capture Wales there are some stories that are not so personal, as the media
can be easily adapted to different needs and stories.
An introduction followed by a Digital Story is a good format for broadcasting, it puts it in a frame,
shows the background. But sometimes the story is stronger than the people introducing it, but it is
a dilemma we cannot solve, what is better and more effective.
You do not have to feel comfortable in front of a camera when you are doing digital storytelling. Television has a need to explain everything, then we do the introduction, but sometimes it is not really
necessary. In the web it is very easy to give a context, in the television it is different.
In BBC they use Digitales just to keep people from a programme to another, to avoid that they go to
another channel. You can make a better use of Digitales with interactive television. We made a kind
of documentary for the Lansbury tales, it was very informal, it gave the sense of the community.
Sometimes it is very difﬁcult to show some naïve stories on TV, but when you put them in a context,
in the market place of their community, you give another sense to it and the audience can get it better. The Lansbury stories and documentary were broadcasted on the satellite interactive channel, it
worked better than on national channels. It was around 20 min. length.
The context is then everything when it goes on television, however you choose to present the stories: with a short introduction or in the frame of a documentary, it depends on the stories and on the
medium (national channels or interactive TV).

Workshop D
“DigiTales as a format for Mainstreaming”
Other examples of how to use media as a platform for mainstreaming and how NGOs are able to
cooperate with mainstream media, esp. radio stations
Led by Ed Klute (Miramedia) and Ingerlise Andersen (radiomultikulti)
In this workshop about 15 experts all involved in media work gathered to discuss “DigiTales as a
format of mainstreaming” and “What can NGO’s do with media?”
Ed Klute- as the organiser of this workshop presented himself and the work of his organisation: I
am the director of Miramedia- a knowledge centre for Media and Diversity in the Netherlands. Our
intention is to render media more diverse and to use media as a tool for social inclusion and media as a tool for dialogue. We try to encourage and train ethnic minorities to take an active part in
media work. We are interested in the media talents and we help them, give them the platform and
encourage them to become professionals. With us they learn about the different jobs there are, get
information about how to enter the different jobs in media…?
Besides this, Miramedia is looking at possibilities of introducing new media (internet / television).
We are looking at new media as communication platforms for schools. Media can be used to get
the community feeling back and we want to make sure teachers use media tools; a lot of times the
teachers are afraid of using media because they don’t feel literate enough.
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Also Miramedia coordinates many international projects, e.g. “DigiTales” and the “Roots and Routes
project”. We try to capture all the good practices of these projects, link them and learn from them.(
for further information please see http://www.miramedia.nl).
As Ingerlise Andersen already had presented herself in her welcome speech in the morning session
of the conference she went without introducing herself and her organisation again in this workshop.
In the workshop the main questions of in which way one can mainstream for instance DigiTales and
what problems one might have to face was being discussed:
The DigiTales project aims at giving people a voice. DigiTales open two different ways of mainstreaming: We can do it in a Digitale form (showing the digitale / story is the main objective), or use the
Digitale as a way to attract a journalist and create interest in a certain person. DigiTales is a format,
it can be used in many different ways.
Some positive examples of successful mainstreaming of the format DigiTales were mentioned: In
Finland, for instance, DigiTales were produced by a public broadcaster (YLE ín the Mundo project
in Finland) and “One minute videos”, too already have established contacts with broadcasters.
Many of the workshop participants share the experience, how difﬁcult it is to attract broadcasters
to their issues. Very often this is due to the fact that the products do not ﬁt in the format of their
broadcasting.
It was stressed that in regards to mainstreaming it was crucial to put products like DigiTales into a
context ( e. g. by adding interviews with ﬁlmmakers): This makes broadcasters much more likely to
be interested in broadcasting them!
In this context Ingerlise Andersen warns: The ﬁlms as presented today could not be broadcasted.
This is due to the fact that they are not being told in a way that ﬁts into a main broadcasting programme. My dilemma is to ﬁnd the right way to mainstream these good stories without destroying them.
Eddie Westbroek from Sweden pointed out, that in order to mainstream the products it is important
to always consider what producers are interested in and advises the group Link it with their subjects!
Also bear in mind that the quality needs to be good!
Ingerlise Andersen agrees and adds that it is not necessary to deliver a complete, already ﬁnished
story to the producer.
Also, wrong expectation on the part of the media often hinder the mainstreaming process: People
working in media quite often are interested in drama and conﬂict and are looking out for according
stories. Therefore many stories do not hit the real life experience. Nevertheless people want to listen
to authentic stories.
Ed mentions another example and points out that the media people like to experiment as well: In
the Netherlands we had the project ’25.000 faces’. Filmmakers made pictures of 25.000 faces of immigrants who faced having to leave the Netherlands, and broadcasted them between programmes.
Broadcasters like to experiment as well, as with these pictures. Now they are into digitale channels.
In the Netherlands they are looking for a children channel using user-generated programmes. You
need to look at alternatives in broadcasting.
Thinking of future forms in media Ingerlise recommends to look at podcasts. Podcasts are the future- people can listen to stories whenever they want to.
Summary of hints given in the WS
There are two ways of mainstreaming, you have to distinguish them. Do I use my digitale to get a
story / issue across? Or do I want to broadcast the Digitale as a story in it selves?
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You need to know how broadcasters are working, what they are thinking. Think how you
approach them. And what alternatives in broadcasting.
You should know the issues producers are interested in. Link in with their subjects.
The quality issue is there as well. Make sure the sound is good.
Don’t bring a complete, ﬁnished story to producers / journalists. Be prepared to change it,
don’t fall too much in love with your product.
Consider podcasts in your mainstreaming: Podcasts are the future- people can listen to
stories whenever they want to.

Résumé of the conference
BGZ International Cooperation Agency GmbH had invited to participate in the conference held on
March, 19th together with their transnational partners DigiTales and radiomultikulti.
The main issue of the conference was the DigiTales method: DigiTales are very short ﬁlms that
enable minorities to tell stories about their lives or special life-experiences.
The impetus for the use of the Digitales method was the fact that migrants or the topic migration still
is not sufﬁciently present in the media. With DigiTales migrants themselves take on an active part in
the mediaworld and thus contribute to intercultural mainstreaming in the broad public.
Ms. Nehring – Venus, Secretary of State of the Berlin Senate Administration for Economics, Technology and Women opened the conference. In her welcome speech she stressed her desire to continue with the important work of the project in the future: Currently topics such as muliculturalism,
intercultural work and integration in Berlin were very much focussed on in the Berlin media. These
topics were very important in regards to the formation of a public opinion. This is why it was so very
important that migrants gain access to the media world. DigiTales contributes a great deal in this
repect.
Further welcome notes were presented by the managing director of BGZ Dr. Hilde Hansen, Outi Vellacott from Great Britain, and Ed Klute from the Netherlands who also moderated the conference.
Dr. Hansen underlined the importance of the DigiTales: through the brevity of the ﬁlms a bundle of
different messages can be spread and reach a big audience. The use of the method can be ﬂexibly
applied in different circumstances and for different topics.
About 100 experts from integration- and mediawork took part in the conference and followed the
presentations and discussions with great interest.
In a very illustrative manner the participants were introduced to the Digitales method and were
stimulated to use the method in their own work. Also the topic of how to use the media for empowerment was discussed
The conference not only contributed to an exchange between the transnational DigiTales partners,
but also presented the method to the public:
Of course the DigiTales and their tellers were also presented in the conference: There were contributions from the Netherlands, Finland and Germany. The DigiTellers themselves commented their
ﬁlms and also spoke about the problems and the senses of achievement they had experienced in
the making of their ﬁlms.
The conference also invited to gain insights into the practical work with the DigiTales method. What
skills does a good DigiTales Trainer need to possess? How can I lead a DigiTales workshop? How
can I motivate the participants? These and other practical questions were focussed on in the Work27

shop “DIY DigiTales”.
The development of creative stories was subject of another workshop. Methods how to collect ideas
for a story, how to form these ideas into a story and revise it were presented.
In three “World Cafés” the participants were asked to contribute their ideas for the further implementation of the DigiTales method and the support minorities to be better presented in the media. We
sincerely hope that many ideas could be taken along and are presently already put into practice!
The participants´ feedback at the end of the conference was very promising in this respect: The reponse was very positive, many already mentioned concrete ideas on how they were going to apply
the method in their own work.
Now we are curious to hear about their experiences.

1000 times Danke- thank you- tak- merci- bedankt- kitoos- obrigado- graciasdakujem- tesekür ederim….
to all who contributed to the success of the conference or helped with the present conference documentation!
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